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1. Pathophysiology of DCS
Variability in VGE in the same diver after 
identical dives
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Individual divers performing an identical profile
multiple times may produce markedly variable VGE

Dive profiles matter, but so does something else



2. Pathophysiology of DCS:
Emergence of a role for inflammation
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Evidence for harm in DCS by inflammatory activations

For example, reduced cerebral blood flow after white
cell activation by vascular passage of bubbles

For example, a substantial body of evidence that microparticles
contribute to inflammatory harm (Thom laboratory)

Caveat: strong evidence that bubbles are 1o vector of injury

Potential targets for prevention and treatment strategies



3. Prevention of DCS:
Personalized decompression
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Advice for next dive based on VGE in previous one
Laudible goal, but wrong execution 

Goal: real time in-dive monitoring?



4. Prevention of DCS:
Exotic gas breathing
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Non-subtle reduction in decompression risk when breathed 
as a decompression gas from heliox dive (swine)

Exciting line of novel research



5. Prevention of DCS:
Emergence of multiple experimental 
preconditioning strategies
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Studies suggesting modification of decompression stress by:
Pre-dive hydration
Pre-dive exercise
Pre-dive vibration

Pre-dive bouncing on a trampoline
Pre-dive consumption of dark chocolate

Pre-dive sauna
Pre-dive oxygen breathing

None have become mainstreamed, all require further Ix 



6. Treatment of DCS
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Legitimized the option 
not to recompress cases

 of DCS that meet a 
‘mild’ definition 

Widely implemented
Operational impact



7. Emergence of rebreathers: 
High associated fatality rates
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104/153 injuries: hypoxia, hyperoxia, hypercapnia
Unreliable / absent rebreather monitoring for 3H conditions
No established diver monitoring that warns of ANY of these

Potential for increasing diver ‘resistance’

Rebreather diving has 10x fatality rate of open circuit scuba



8. Increased recognition of 
immersion pulmonary edema in 

diving and immersed exercise
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106/2117 (5%) suffered IPE
93/106 continued training. 9/93 suffered a repeat event

Lower incidence in actual diving

Steps toward understanding pathophysiology and 
prevention (mainly Duke group)



Thank you
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